Calendar queues (CQ) are often employed in discrete event simulators to store pending events. They can achieve O(1) access time as long as the CQ resizes often enough to ensure that events are not skewed but evenly distributed in the queue structure. However, a resize operation would involve creating a new CQ structure and then moving each item from the old CQ to the new CQ before discarding the old CQ. Hence, such resizes can be costly if the size of the queue is very large. This article proposes a new secondary queuing structure that complements the primary CQ structure. Known as FELT (far future event leaf tree), the secondary FELT structure is a lazy queue (i.e., semisorted) structure that manages events that are considered to be too far away to be considered in the primary CQ structure. The FELT structure is shown to be far superior than the dynamic lazy calendar queue. . His research interests include very high-speed digital communications, array signal processing, provision of quality of service for handoffs in wireless cellular networks, and the development of high speed network simulators.
Introduction
Pending event set (PES) structures are priority queues (i.e., fully sorted queues) often employed in discrete event simulations to store events according to their timestamps. The calendar queue (CQ) [1] is one such priority queue structure. To date, the CQ structure has been widely accepted as having the best average access time (i.e., average enqueue and dequeue time) and performance, demonstrating near O(1) time complexity (definition given in Rönngren and Ayani [2] ) even for large calendar queue sizes [3] [4] [5] [6] . The CQ has been used in network simulators, such as NS2 (see http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/), for its time performance advantage in large network simulations. The CQ achieves an average time complexity of near O(1) through the use of static resize procedures [1] . Noting that the CQ is simply an array of linked lists in which each list is referred to as a bucket, the static resize procedure ensures that the ratio of the number of elements in the CQ to the number of buckets (i.e., number of linked lists) in the CQ does not exceed or fall below certain thresholds. If the thresholds are violated, the CQ undergoes a resize operation, the purpose of which is to redistribute the events among its buckets, by adding or deleting buckets, and hence maintain the O (1) [2] [3] [4] [5] 7] have discovered that the static resize procedure is not sufficient to maintain O(1) access efficiency if the distribution of event arrivals (i.e., the priority increment distribution) is highly skewed or multimodal, for example, in simulations modeling aspects of bursty traffic in computer and telecommunication networks [2] . Hence, more recent CQ-based structures such as the dynamic calendar queue (DCQ) [3] and the statistically enhanced optimum operating parameter (SNOOPy) CQ [4] improve CQ performance over skewed distributions by applying what is known as a dynamic resize procedure, the purpose of which is to detect skewed conditions and call a resize operation. A resize operation, which will be elaborated on in a later section, involves creating a new CQ structure with different operating parameters from the old CQ and then moving each item from the old CQ to the new CQ before discarding the old CQ. Hence, both static and dynamic resize procedures can become costly as the calendar queue size increases. In addition, when the number of events becomes too large, event skewness in certain sections of the queue are no longer significant, thus making the selection of the optimum operating parameters to even out that section of the queue that is skewed almost impossible. As such, there is a need to limit the calendar queue size by adding another secondary structure to manage events that are too far away for enqueuing in the primary CQ structure. The secondary extension often employs a semisorted structure, commonly known as a lazy queue, and examples include the lazy queue [7] and dynamic lazy calendar queue (DLCQ) [5] . The lazy queue is a unique class of its own that adopts three tiers of queue hierarchy. The first tier (i.e., the primary structure or the fully sorted structure) is a conventional linked list (not a CQ). The second tier is the conventional semisorted lazy structure, and the third tier is an unsorted overflow list. Further discussion on the lazy queue is beyond the scope of this article as the main focus of our contribution is on lazy extensions to the CQ rather than on a specific or special priority queue structure. The only other structure that makes use of a lazy queue as a secondary extension to the primary CQ structure is the DLCQ [5] . Its primary tier is based on the DCQ, while its secondary tier uses a fixed array of tree structures, in which the leaf nodes of the trees are indexed by a variable array of pointers. The DLCQ lazy structure is time based (i.e., distribution of events in the lazy extension is according to timestamp). The DLCQ solution will encounter problems maintaining a good distribution of events when priority distributions are highly skewed or unknown. This will be demonstrated later. This article proposes a new lazy extension to the CQ structure, henceforth referred to as the far future event leaf tree (FELT) extension. The FELT structure is size based (i.e., distribution of events in the lazy extension is based on size). The FELT extension keeps the size of the primary CQ structure lean, thereby reducing costly resizes and making the primary CQ structure better equipped to overcome skewed event distributions. Being a size-based algorithm, FELT is amenable for implementation as a secondary extension for any primary CQ structure. It employs a binary tree structure that has a semisorted nature, with only its leaf nodes containing an unsorted list of events. We demonstrate that the use of FELT extensions to DCQ and SNOOPy CQ results in a threefold increase in queue performance in some scenarios and at least equal or faster performance in other situations. We also compare FELT with DLCQ to demonstrate that FELT is far superior. The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the salient operations of a basic CQ and explains the static resize procedure and the dynamic resize procedure. The section also describes the lazy extension of the DLCQ and demonstrates its limitations. Section 3 introduces the data structure of FELT and its interoperation with the primary CQ tier. A comparative study of the resize overheads encountered in a CQ with and without FELT is also presented. Section 4 summarizes the advantages that the FELT extension has over the DLCQ lazy extension. Section 5 presents average access time simulations comparing DCQ + FELT against DLCQ, as well as DCQ and SNOOPy CQ with and without FELT under various priority increment distributions. Section 6 concludes with a summary of this article.
Calendar Queue
The CQ is a multilist data structure that consists of an array of sorted lists. Each list, often referred to as a bucket, represents an equal period of time. This time period is known as the bucket width T BW , sometimes referred to as a "day" in the CQ. A CQ with N B buckets will thus have a year period T Y = N B T BW . To enqueue an event, we divide the timestamp T E of the event by T BW to determine the virtual bucket location V B . Since the CQ has a finite number of buckets N B , the actual bucket location to enqueue the event is given by V B modN B . The modulo operation makes the enqueue process circular, and this is demonstrated in Figure 1 .
The calendar queue in Figure 1 has N B = 6, T BW = 5, T Y = 30, and the number of elements N E = 9. To dequeue an event, a search is done sequentially through the buckets to find one that contains a current year event. The dequeue search pointer stops at bucket 2, which contains the earliest event (i.e., event 13.2) in the queue. Events with timestamps greater than T Y = 30 are next year's events and will be considered for dequeue only after the dequeue pointer has cycled through the last bucket and is reset to point to the first bucket. It is clear that the CQ must keep track of the current year to prevent incorrect dequeue of events belonging to latter years that are stored in the same bucket as the current year events.
Conditions for Ideal Operation
Ideal operation of a calendar queue with minimum O(1) access times is achieved by maintaining a balanced distribution of events in the structure at all times. Consider the ideal CQ in Figure 2 , where it is observed that each bucket contains exactly one event, all events belong to the current year, and there are no empty buckets. Dequeuing events from this CQ do not require unnecessary traversal of empty buckets. Similarly, enqueuing events do not require traversal of events in the respective bucket-linked list. If the CQ can be maintained in this ideal condition all of the time, the access time of the calendar queue is O(1) (independent of number of events) and is at its minimum. By adjusting N B and T BW , the length of the year T Y can be made long enough, such that most of the events will be scheduled within the current year. Another reason for adjusting N B and T BW is to distribute events so as to lower enqueue overheads (i.e., by not having any one bucket containing too many events) and to lower dequeue overheads (i.e., by not having many empty buckets between buckets that contain events). These two operating parameters of the CQ are adjusted through the process of resizing.
Static and Dynamic Resize Procedures
The static resize algorithm was first introduced by Brown [1] along with the introduction of the CQ structure. The static resize algorithm was introduced to remove degenerate CQ distributions similar to those shown in Figures 3 and 4 when the calendar queue size N E,CQ is increasing or declining, respectively. In Figure 3 , too few days are allocated, resulting in a long linked list of events enhancing enqueue cost for new events. This normally occurs when N E,CQ is increasing. In Figure 4 , too many empty days are found between filled days, resulting in unnecessary traversal of the dequeue pointer over empty days. This can occur when N E,CQ is declining.
Hence, the solution of the static resize procedure is to enable N B to grow and shrink according to N E,CQ , which can be growing or shrinking as events are enqueued or dequeued, respectively. The static resize procedure is a size-triggered mechanism that is fired into action each time when N E,CQ reaches some power of 2 value. The N B value is doubled each time N E,CQ is doubled or halved . CQ with greater number of buckets compared to events each time N E,CQ is halved. This ensures that at any time, 0.5 ≤ N E,CQ /N B ≤ 2. The resized queue also uses a new T BW , which is obtained by sampling (and averaging) the first 25 interarrival times starting from the head of the queue. However, more recent contributions on the CQ structure [2] [3] [4] [5] 7] demonstrated that if the priority increment distribution is heavily lopsided or skewed toward Volume 78, Number 6 SIMULATION 345 a particular bucket or just a few buckets in the CQ, degenerate CQ scenarios, as exemplified in Figures 3 and 4 , can still occur even though N B is judiciously maintained to be always larger than N E,CQ by the static resize algorithm. Priority increment distributions that cause the CQ to exhibit skewed behavior arise from more complex discrete event simulations that are multimodal in networking simulations involving bursty sources. The dynamic resize procedure was thus introduced in the DCQ [3] and is triggered when a skewed situation is encountered. The dynamic resize procedure results in a new CQ, with a new bucket width T BW , but with no change in N B . The new bucket width T BW is obtained by sampling (and averaging) events corresponding to the most populated bucket and its neighboring buckets in the old queue. The SNOOPy CQ [4] also employs the dynamic resize algorithm, except that the new bucket width T BW is not obtained by sampling but is obtained by an optimization process involving CQ dequeue and enqueue cost statistics. With this change, the SNOOPy CQ is able to register access times several times faster than DCQ access times, particularly under very heavily skewed priority increment distributions.
The Usefulness of Lazy Extensions
The objective of using a secondary extension to the CQ is to limit the size of the primary CQ structure. The secondary extension is usually a low overhead lazy queuing (i.e., semisorted) structure. There are a number of advantages in limiting the size of the primary CQ structure. The most obvious reason is to reduce CQ resize overheads whenever a static/dynamic resize procedure is triggered. The second reason is that CQ is able to make a better choice of a new bucket width parameter T BW to redistribute events during a resize. In the case of DCQ, the new T BW is obtained by sampling. The problem with sampling is that when the queue size is too large, the samples may not be a sufficient reflection (in terms of distribution) of the whole queue. For the case of the SNOOPy CQ, the statistics of dequeue and enqueue costs act sluggishly toward the detection of skewed distributions if the statistical space is over a large queue size. Finally, in some specific scenarios in which the queue sizes fluctuate rapidly over boundaries, which are in powers of 2, the static resize algorithm may be overly triggered, resulting in unnecessary resizes. A secondary structure under such a scenario is helpful as a damping mechanism for rapid queue size fluctuations in the primary CQ structure (e.g., transferring over events from its storehouse to the primary CQ or enqueuing far future events so that the primary CQ tier size is kept stable). The aim of the secondary structure is to enhance the efficiency of the primary CQ structure and hence should add on minimal overheads in its own maintenance. Currently, the DLCQ [5] is perhaps the only data structure that employs a lazy queue as an extension to its primary CQ-based structure. The following subsections describe the DLCQ in detail.
Revisiting DLCQ
The primary tier of the DLCQ is the DCQ, while its secondary tier is known as the future event tree (FET). The FET is semisorted and is used to store far future events. With the secondary FET extension, DLCQ alleviates resize overheads and attempts to improve enqueue costs by keeping far future events in the secondary tier. The FET is only activated when an upward trend is detected (i.e., the CQ is deemed to be building up). When the CQ is deemed to be in the downward trend or when the CQ tier size halves or its calendar year begins to pass the earliest timestamp of future events in the FET, the DLCQ transfers events back to the primary CQ tier incrementally.
DLCQ Upward and Downward Trend Flags
The upward and downward trend flags of the DLCQ are set as follows: if the ratio of upward static resizes to downward static resizes exceeds 5 during the last 10 resize operations and the queue size is greater than 10,000, then the DLCQ is deemed to be in the upward trend, and the secondary FET tier is spawned. From then on, any subsequent arriving events whose timestamps belong to the current calendar year will be enqueued in the primary CQ tier, while later events belonging to the second year and above will be enqueued into the FET. Conversely, if the ratio of upward static resizes to downward static resizes falls below 0.5 during the last 10 resize operations, it is deemed that the downward trend is reached. The downward trend is one of several conditions in which events are transferred incrementally from the FET back to the CQ tier.
FET Data Structure
As illustrated in Figure 5 , the initial FET consists of a root list of 10 time buckets. Each of these buckets in the root list represents a time span of one calendar year, and each stores far future events starting from the second year onwards. The last bucket (i.e., the 10th bucket) is the overflow bucket that stores events more than 10 years from the current calendar year. The structure that stores the far future events within each root list bucket is a binary tree structure. Initially, the binary tree structure in each root list bucket starts off as a single leaf node that can store a maximum of 1000 events in the form of an unsorted linked list. Note that Figures 5 and 6 only illustrate leaf nodes and parent nodes. The unsorted linked list located at a leaf node is not shown for the sake of brevity. When any of the leaf nodes contain more than 1000 events, the leaf node graduates to be a parent node and spawns two additional leaf node children: the left child will store events whose timestamp corresponds to the first half of the parent node's time span, while the right child will store events whose timestamp corresponds to the latter half of the parent node's time span. In other words, parent nodes function solely as branching points to leaf nodes where all the far future events are stored. Since the far future events are stored at the leaf nodes, the FET structure includes another list of pointers, known as leaf list pointers, which indexes these leaf nodes in ascending order so that leaf nodes can be located immediately (without traversing the tree structure), thus hastening a dequeue or enqueue operation in the FET. Initially, the bucket width (i.e., the time span) of the leaf list is equal to the root list, as illustrated in Figure 5 (i.e., the leaf list has the same bucket definition as the root list). But when a leaf node graduates to become a parent node, as shown in Figure 6 , the bucket width of the leaf list is halved and the number of buckets doubled, such that the respective buckets point to the new child nodes. In Figure 6 , the third and fourth buckets of the leaf list point to the left and right child nodes, respectively. Other leaf nodes that have not spawned any child nodes would now have two leaf list pointers indexing the same leaf node (i.e., unless all leaf nodes spawn at the same time, there will be leaf list indexing redundancies). It is noted that when a condition to transfer events from the FET tier to the CQ tier is satisfied, the FET tier will transfer all events contained in its earliest leaf node.
Problems of the DLCQ Algorithm
The main difficulty of the DLCQ algorithm is that the secondary FET structure is time based. For example, the boundary of each tree in the FET is demarcated by a calendar year. When a leaf node graduates into a parent node, the boundaries of the resulting child nodes that are spawned are demarcated by a binary divisor of the parent's bucket width. Now, setting up the initial FET (when the upward state is detected; see section 2.5) is rather straightforward. In that case, the FET merely adopts the calendar year definition of the primary CQ. The problem arises when, after the FET has been established, the primary CQ tier undergoes a resize and the primary CQ tier is now adopting a new calendar year definition. We recall that in a static CQ resize, the calendar year T Y = N B T BW is expected to change since the number of buckets N B will change by a factor of 2, and the bucket width T BW is expected to change so that events in the new queue will be evenly distributed. In a dynamic CQ resize, the calendar year size is guaranteed to change since T BW will change while N B does not change. Hence, the time-based FET structure will experience incompatible year definitions compared to the primary CQ tier should the primary CQ tier initiate a resize after the FET structure has been initialized. The DLCQ reference in Oh and Ahn [5] is strangely silent on this major problem. We now discuss three possible approaches to take should such events occur and present their advantages and disadvantages.
Approach 1.
The FET structure should also resize when the CQ tier is resizing so that its calendar year is also compatible with the new calendar year definition in the primary CQ. This approach ensures year compatibility between the CQ tier and the FET tier and preserves the original intention of the DLCQ algorithm, whereby the CQ tier only handles the first-year events while the FET tier will handle events starting from the second year onwards. However, resizing the FET destroys the original intention of the lazy queue, which is to reduce resize overheads. If such an approach is taken, it would be better to operate without the FET since every resize operation would involve every element in the CQ as well as in the FET, which is similar to just having a primary CQ structure. Approach 2. During the process of resizing, the CQ tier is constrained to choose operating parameters such that the year size of the CQ is always the same as the FET's year size. This approach is possible, but the constraint will severely cripple the performance of the CQ. First, the CQ cannot perform dynamic resizes since dynamic resizes necessarily mean that the new year will always be different from its previous year. For the case of static resizes, it implies that bucket widths can only increase/decrease by factors of 2 of its original size (static resizes would cause the number of buckets N B to increase/decrease by a factor of 2; hence, to keep year sizes constant, bucket widths T BW must respectively decrease/increase by a factor of 2). The O(1) time access property of the primary CQ has been shown to depend on its ability to distribute its events by responsible choices of N B and T BW . The presence of a FET curtailing the primary and most important activities of the CQ runs contrary to the original purpose of the lazy queue extension.
Volume 78, Number 6 SIMULATION 347 Approach 3. The most viable approach, in the event that the CQ resizes while the FET has already been established, is to allow the CQ and the FET to maintain their own year definitions. The FET will not be resized, nor will the CQ be constrained to resize such that the new year is the same as its previous year. We will assume that this is the approach that the original authors of DLCQ would also use since this approach maintains the purpose of having a secondary lazy queue structure for the reduction of resize overheads. This approach is also adopted for our DLCQ simulations found in section 5. Although the most viable approach, the disadvantage is that the FET is now operating with time boundaries that are outdated. This has several implications. For example, if the new year of the CQ is larger than its previous year (i.e., the new year of the CQ exceeds the year of FET), then any new arriving event falling within the CQ's year and also falling within the time range of the FET must still be enqueued in the FET. This is because the FET may contain prior events in that time range of the new event. It is clear that events falling within the same calendar year of the CQ should not suffer another level of enqueue overheads and should be immediately enqueued in the CQ. However, the FET's outdated year makes this impossible. Conversely, if the CQ's year size after the resize is smaller than the FET's year size, then events with a timestamp exceeding the year size of the CQ but not large enough to fall within the earliest time point of the FET have to be enqueued in the primary CQ tier, although such events should be enqueued in the FET tier since the aim of the DLCQ is to have only first-year events enqueued in the CQ. In other words, the aim of the DLCQ (i.e., to have only the first-year events in the CQ tier and the rest in the FET tier) can never be achieved using time-based boundaries.
Besides the specific disadvantages associated with each of the three approaches, there are further disadvantages associated with the time-based FET data structure of Fig CQ Size Cannot Be Controlled. If the priority distribution is skewed, it is possible that most of the subsequent events enqueued, after the FET has been set up, may still fall into the primary tier, making the FET redundant, or most of the events may fall into the FET, causing events to be enqueued twice-once in the FET and another when the primary tier requires replenishment-in a short span of time.
Unnecessary Node Splits. We recall that in the FET, a maximum of 1000 events is first collected in an initial leaf node before the leaf node graduates into a parent node. After this event, it spawns two additional leaf nodes: the left leaf will store events whose timestamp corresponds to the first half of the parent node's time span, and the right leaf will store events whose timestamp corresponds to the latter half of the parent node's time span. Let us now assume that the bucket width of the FET is 512 time units, and there are already 1000 events in the first bucket of the FET with timestamps that are evenly distributed between 0 and 31. Now the 1001st event arrives at the first bucket with a timestamp that is also less than 32. This will trigger several node splits. It is noted that the left child of the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth node splits still contains all 1001 events. Only at the sixth node split will the events be distributed. The transformation from a single leaf structure to a six-layer tree structure at the arrival of the 1001st event is illustrated in Figure 7 . Figure 7 is meant to illustrate that the node split criteria of the FET structure can be very costly if the distribution is highly skewed. It is very costly in the sense that each node split would entail searching through the entire 1001 events to determine which events belong to the left child and which events belong to the right child. In Figure 7 , a total of 6006 searches would have to be performed.
In addition, each node split would require the leaf pointer list (see Figures 5 and 6) to double in size with an unnecessary amount of redundant indexing. The problem highlighted in Figure 7 can also be attributed to the overly large (and outdated) bucket width of the FET (i.e., 512 time units), which is an inflexible unit that was assigned at the time the FET was initialized.
FELT CQ
A size-based solution for implementing the secondary lazy extension of the CQ is now proposed. Known as FELT, the structure marks a radical departure from the time-based approach of DLCQ. The main advantage of a size-based lazy extension is that the number of elements in the primary CQ tier (i.e., the CQ's size) can be strictly enforced to any specific size. It is not possible to achieve this in a time-based approach since the time-based approach would depend on the distribution of event arrivals. The size enforcement on the CQ tier reduces the resize cost significantly, especially when the pending event set is large and when there are large size fluctuations triggering static resize events. For the rest of the section, the FELT structure is introduced, and its operation as an extension to the CQ is described. To demonstrate the advantage of using FELT, we make a statistical-based comparison using typical averages between a CQ and a CQ with FELT extensions.
Structure of FELT
FELT employs a single, semisorted, binary tree structure in which events are stored as an unsorted linked list at the leaf nodes of the tree, as illustrated in Figure 8 .
Each leaf node contains an unsorted linked list (i.e., NodeList) that represents a set of events. The number of events stored in a leaf node (ListCnt) is maintained. Each parent node has two branches: left and right. A minimum timestamp (MinTimeStamp), which gives either the minimum timestamp of all events in the case of a leaf node or, if it is a parent node, the minimum timestamp of all its branches below it, is also maintained and used in the enqueue process to determine whether an event is to be placed in the left or right branch. Any event in a left leaf node has higher priority than any event in the right leaf node.
Spawning of New Leaf Nodes
When a leaf node has reached its maximum capacity (Max-Size) of events that it can store, which is set a priori (as described in section 3.3), it will spawn two new leaf nodes and split NodeList into 2 and transfer the events into the left and right leaf nodes. The FELT splitting process is a two-pass process. In the first pass, the average (mean) timestamp, AveTimeStamp, of the events in the leaf node is determined. Thereafter, events whose timestamps are less than AveTimeStamp are transferred to the left leaf, and rest are transferred to the right leaf. Using the AveTimeStamp as the threshold for splitting events would remove the problem of unnecessary node splits associated with the FET structure, as illustrated in Figure 7 , since each split takes into account the timestamp distribution by computing the mean, giving a more even split.
The check for splitting condition is done after every insertion of an event into the node. The splitting algorithm is given as follows: 
Insertion Algorithm of FELT
The insertion of an event (shown in Figure 9 ) is a recursive process that is very similar to a binary tree insertion as follows: 
Extraction Algorithm of FELT
When there is a need for the CQ tier to be replenished, one node of events would be transferred from the FELT tier. The transfer operation involves the procedure of finding the leaf node with the smallest MinTimeStamp, which corresponds to the leftmost leaf node in the tree, and transferring all the events in the leaf node over to the CQ tier. This can be diagrammatically seen through Figure 10 . The transferred node is then removed, and the MinTimeStamp values of all the above parent nodes are updated if necessary.
The extraction algorithm is a simple search algorithm as follows: 
CQ Modifications
For FELT to interface with an existing CQ structure, slight modifications are required in the operation of the primary CQ tier. First, two new size thresholds, UPPBOUND and LOWBOUND, are defined for the CQ. These two size thresholds are constrained to correspond to the CQ's static resize boundary values (see section 2.2); that is, UPP-BOUND and LOWBOUND are some powers of 2 value, so as to prevent the creation of additional CQ administrative overheads other than the standard static resize overheads or the dynamic resize overheads. By coinciding the thresholds, either the resize operation or a FELT operation occurs. For convenience, we make a number of definitions:
• Total queue size N E : the total number of pending events stored in the CQ and in the FELT structure, that is, The interaction between the CQ and the FELT tier is now described as follows.
Activation of the FELT Tier
Starting from a scenario in which the CQ is operating without a FELT tier, the FELT tier is instantiated when N E > UPPBOUND (i.e., N E,CQ > UPPBOUND), and the upward trend is true. The latter condition (i.e., upward trend condition) is needed because in the situation of a steady-state trend, it is more cost-effective for the CQ to operate without the FELT tier, even though N E may exceed UPPBOUND. This will be elaborated later. Note that if N E > UPPBOUND never occurred, it means that the FELT tier will never be activated.
CQ → FELT Transfer Operation
In this section, we assume that a FELT tier is already in existence. Otherwise, the CQ → FELT transfer operation described in this section does not apply. Whenever Figure 11 . Mechanism for transferring events to far future event leaf tree (FELT) N E,CQ > UPPBOUND, a transfer of events is made from the CQ tier to the FELT tier, as illustrated in Figure 11 . This transfer replaces the CQ's conventional static resize operation, which occurs when N E breaches any power of 2 boundary (we recall that UPPBOUND is constrained to be some power of 2 value as well). The transfer algorithm searches through the CQ, bucket by bucket, keeping the earliest LOWBOUND × 2 events within the CQ. Note, therefore, that LOWBOUND < UPPBOUND. All other events are transferred to the FELT tier. Subsequently, after the transfer operation, the CQ tier can continue to grow until it reaches UPPBOUND again. The transfer process then repeats itself whenever N E,CQ > UPPBOUND is again satisfied. The definition of the FELT structure requires the MinTimeStamp parameter of the top-most node, TopNode, of the FELT structure to continually maintain and update the minimum timestamp of the events stored within the lazy extension. Events that arrive after the FELT is activated would use TopNode.MinTimeStamp as the time boundary to determine whether it should be enqueued in the CQ tier or FELT tier. We now make an important distinction between a CQ → FELT transfer operation and a FELT enqueue operation. In the former operation, events were first enqueued in the CQ and transferred to the FELT later. In the latter operation, the event was directly enqueued into the FELT. It is clear that a CQ → FELT transfer operation would necessarily reduce the value of TopNode.MinTimeStamp, while a FELT enqueue operation would not affect TopNode.MinTimeStamp. And when TopNode.MinTimeStamp decreases because of such transfers, more new event arrivals would be enqueued in the FELT rather than in the CQ. This is advantageous in a growing queue situation since an event enqueued into the FELT tier entails lesser cost than an event enqueued into the CQ tier, which may need to be transferred into the FELT tier later should a N E,CQ > UPPBOUND condition be satisfied again.
The implication of the transfer operation is that in a growing queue situation, the calendar queue size is capped at UPPBOUND, effectively ceasing all static resize opportunities involving large queue sizes. The other observation is that the time boundary, which determines whether new events are to be enqueued in the CQ or the FELT, is a flexible quantity in which if the total queue size continues to increase and cause more transfer operations, this time boundary will decrease. This reduces the CQ's overhead of enqueuing events since more events will now fall within the boundary of the FELT and be enqueued there instead.
FELT → CQ Transfer Operation
In this section, we assume that a FELT tier is already in existence. Otherwise, the FELT → CQ transfer operation described in this section would not apply. When events are dequeued, N E,CQ will decrease since the earliest events are always found in the CQ. When N E,CQ < LOWBOUND, the CQ is to be replenished with events from the FELT. The FELT replenishes the CQ tier by either of the following: The replenishment policy depends on the N E trend at the time the condition N E,CQ < LOWBOUND is found to be satisfied. If the N E trend is in steady state, then a complete replenishment policy is adopted; otherwise, an incremental replenishment policy is adopted. The idea of having two different replenishment policies is that in the event of a steady-state situation, it is no longer cost-effective to maintain the lazy extension. Maintaining the FELT in a steady-state situation would entail the cost of double enqueue since the majority of events are enqueued in the FELT and then enqueued again in the CQ during a transfer operation. Conversely, if all events in the FELT are transferred to the CQ, such that N E,CQ = N E and the FELT is destroyed, then the cost of double enqueue is removed. However, the trade-off is that there is a sharp increase in N E,CQ , which would increase resize cost sharply. However, in a steady-state situation, the regular static resize events would cease naturally, and the only possible resize events in the CQ tier are in the form of dynamic resizes. Unlike static resizes, dynamic resizes occur infrequently as a fix to skewed event distributions. Even if there should be a dynamic resize event, the resize cost can be amortized over many queue operations until the next dynamic resize event, which may never even occur again. For the case of double enqueue cost associated with maintaining the FELT, the double enqueue cost is not amortizable. To complete the description of the FELT → CQ transfer operation, we now provide finer details of the incremental and complete replenishment policies. Figure 12 illustrates the incremental replenishment policy. Before the replenishment, N E,CQ < LOWBOUND; after the replenishment, N E,CQ < UPPBOUND. This implies that the maximum number of events that a leaf node can store in the FELT (i.e., MaxSize; see section 3.1.1) is to be limited to UPPBOUND − LOWBOUND. Second, the CQ is resized with a sufficient number of buckets added to its collection so as to accommodate the total queue size N E ; that is, N B should be set to some power of 2 value greater than N E /2 (rather than just greater than N E,CQ /2). Finally, all events in the FELT are transferred before the FELT is destroyed. The first (earliest) leaf node of events that is transferred from the FELT represents a sample of the far future. Transferring a sample of the far future into the CQ tier before resizing enables the CQ to better estimate a more suitable operating parameter that considers the far future. However, it is not recommended that all events in the FELT be transferred before the resize is effected because waiting for more events to be enqueued before doing a resize would penalize a large number of those events that have been enqueued without the resize.
Finer Details of Incremental Replenishment.
(The enqueue cost would be higher when the CQ tier does not undergo a resize to accommodate the incoming events.) Another reason is that the range of timestamps for the entire set of events in the FELT tier can be extremely large; hence, the law of large numbers will not permit good estimation of suitable operating parameters during the resize. In other words, smaller pockets of skewed distributions within the larger sample group may be missed. It is also likely that N E,CQ > UPPBOUND after the complete replenishment policy is applied, but this should not domino on to cause more conflicting events to occur. For example, the CQ → FELT transfer operation will not be triggered since there is no longer any FELT structure. In addition, the FELT structure will not be activated since, in a complete replenishment policy, N E is in the steady-state trend and not in the upward trend.
FELT Trend Determination Algorithm
The trend determination algorithm is an integral part of the interaction between the CQ tier and the FELT tier. We recall that in the DLCQ, trend determination is based on monitoring the last 10 static resize events to obtain the ratio of upward static resizes to downward static resizes. This is a crude technique for determining the trend because there is no guarantee when or whether the queue will ever breach the next static resize threshold. The FELT trend determination algorithm is now described as follows: initially, an empty buffer of size N C is specified. After every N O queue operation, where a queue operation is defined either to be an enqueue event (into the CQ or FELT) or a dequeue event (out of the CQ), the total queue size N E is queued into the buffer. If the buffer is full, then the most outdated N E sample is removed from the buffer so as to make room for the latest N E sample. The queue trend is determined by examining this buffer of moving N E samples. If each consecutive value increases over the previous one, then the N E trend is upward. If the values were in decreasing order, then the N E trend is downward. If it is neither of these two cases, then we determine whether any of the N E samples have crossed the typical static resize thresholds N L and N U associated with the current total queue size N E,Curr , that is,
If all the N E samples fall within the boundaries specified in (1) and (2), then it means that the queue size was relatively stable and is deemed to be in steady state. Conversely, if any of these N E samples fall outside of these boundaries, the trend is deemed to be indeterminate. It is noted that if N C is too small, the buffer collection may not provide an accurate picture of the trend. Conversely, if N C is too large, the trend tends to be indeterminate most of the time. If N O is too large, the algorithm is insensitive to trend fluctuations. Conversely, if N O is too small, trend misinterpretation may occur. For the FELT numerical results presented in this article, we have used N C = 20 and N O = max(50, 10% of N E,Curr ).
Selection of FELT CQ Operating Parameters
The values chosen for the implementation of FELT CQ are as follows: These values were found via numerical simulations to be optimal for a wide range of distributions and operation patterns. The queue size of the CQ tier was kept to the order of 10 3 , where the CQ continued to perform reasonably well. The value of UPPBOUND was chosen not too high to cause erratic CQ behavior and not too low to cause frequent transfers to and from the FELT tier. The value of LOW-BOUND was likewise chosen to prevent frequent transfers and to allow a reasonable number of events to be left in the CQ tier for bucket width optimization. The value of max-Size was chosen to be UPPBOUND − LOWBOUND (the maximum possible), as the larger the node size, the fewer the layers in the FELT structure. The size of the sampling buffer was kept rather large to give more certainty to the trend determination, which is critical for decision making. The sampling rate of the queue size is made to be a proportion of the moving queue size; that is, the next sample to be taken is after (10% of current queue size) operations. This is done so that as the queue size varies, the sensitivity would also be varied, allowing some degree of randomness in sampling.
Theoretical Performance Advantage of FELT
This subsection seeks to provide a brief analysis of how FELT improves the performance of the CQ. Since the FELT tier only operates when there is a transient state (not steady state), the performance is gained mainly from upward and downward size trends (i.e., large size fluctuations). In addition, the FELT tier only operates for queue sizes above UPPBOUND, below which the operations are identical to the original CQ.
In our comparison, we use the parameters described in the previous section. The choice of a numerical example is used to simplify the explanation. Other parameters could also be used to arrive at the same conclusion. The order of complexity of the operations for general n is given next to the numerical computation. To provide a basis for fair comparison, we use two scenarios-one involving consecutive enqueue operations between consecutive powers of 2 and a similar one involving consecutive dequeue operations-to evaluate the performances of CQ with and without FELT. Both scenarios involve crossing the static resize boundary for the original CQ. The simplest cases would be between queue sizes of 4097 and 8192 for enqueue and 8191 and 4095 for dequeue. Two fair assumptions are made to simplify computations. First, we make the hypothetical best assumption that after each calendar resize, the CQ is perfectly evenly distributed (as in section 2.1); that is, each of the buckets contains 1 event. Second, for FELT, we assume that after each node split, the events are evenly distributed; that is, each of the two new nodes contains exactly half of maxSize. To express performance, we make use of complexity expressions in O(z) notation, where z is the order of the complexity. We first express via specific example, using the simplest case (as mentioned above), all the individual cost components explicitly (i.e., number of opera-tions). We then extract from the specific example the most costly factor and generalize that term in O(z) notation. 3.4.1.1 CQ Performance. The simplest case performance is given by
Enqueue Performance
Worst-case enqueue cost =
Note that the scenario involves 4096 enqueues and one static resize. The best-case scenario would involve enqueues at the heads of the buckets. This would give the least total enqueue cost given by (3) and (5) . We see that the larger cost factor is (5) , which is of O(n) order. The worstcase scenario occurs when all the events are enqueued at the tail of the same bucket. This gives the highest total enqueue cost given by (4) and (5) . Now, (4) is the larger cost factor, which is of O(n 2 ) order, since the upper limit to sum to is determined by n. Summarizing, the best-case average enqueue cost is of order O(n)/n = O(1), and likewise, the worst-case average is of order O(n).
Following the same arguments as above, the performance for DCQ and SNOOPy CQ can be worked out to be of the same order, that is, O(1) for the best case and O(n) for the worst case.
CQ with FELT Performance.
In considering the case of CQ with FELT, we note that the FELT tier is already in operation, and there would be no more static resizes. As such, the additional overhead costs 1 to enqueuing would only be incurred from the transferring of events from CQ → FELT and the splitting of nodes in the FELT tier.
The best-case cost factors can be broken down into the following:
Cost of splitting node = 3840 + 3840, [O(n)] (8) where the scenario involves no transfers and the least number of splits. This is done by allowing the CQ tier to originally contain the least number of events. We recall that for consecutive enqueues, the number of events in the CQ tier does not fall below LOWBOUND × 2(512). This is to allow as many of the subsequent enqueues to occur in the CQ tier without exceeding UPPBOUND. Furthermore, to obtain the least number of splits, the events enqueued into the FELT tier are evenly distributed between the nodes. The largest cost factor is given by (8) . We note that the number of splits is proportional to the number of events stored in the FELT; thus, the cost factor is of order O(n).
For the worst case, the cost factors can be broken down into the following: 
where the scenario involves the most number of transfers and splits. This is done by allowing the CQ tier to again contain the least number of events at the start (same as for the best case). As in the case of the original CQ, all the events are enqueued into the CQ tier into one bucket at the tail to give the highest cost. Events are all enqueued in the CQ tier, which allows the most number of transfers to be obtained. Furthermore, to get the most number of splits, events transferred into FELT are only inserted into one of the nodes at each level, causing the node to split repeatedly, forming a completely skewed tree. We observe that the largest cost factor is (10) , which is of order O(n), since the CQ tier size never exceeds UPPBOUND (4096). Summarizing, as in the CQ calculations, the best-and worst-case average enqueue costs are both of order O(1). Note that the scenario involves 4096 dequeues and one static resize. The best-case performance, given by (13) and (15), occurs when all the events are bunched into the first bucket at the initial point, thus requiring no searches. Similar to the enqueue case, we see that the larger cost factor is (15), which is of O(n) order. At the other end, the worst case involves the greatest number of searches. If we assume that all events are in the first year (for simplicity without forgoing generality), then the greatest number of searches would be where every bucket has been visited. This gives the highest dequeue cost given by (14) and (15) . We see that (14) is the larger cost factor, which is of O(n) order. Summarizing, like for the enqueue calculations, the bestand worst-case average dequeue costs are both of order O(1).
In considering the case of CQ with FELT, we note that the dequeue costs for both the original CQ and the CQ with FELT are similar. As such, the performance comparison is between the cost of static resizing of the original CQ and the cost of transferring events from FELT → CQ of the CQ with FELT.
Since both operations are of order O(n), they are similar in performance. The number of events transferred from FELT → CQ is as follows:
Events transferred for best case = 1920
Events transferred for worst case = 4095 [O(n)]
The cost of transfer is determined by the number of events transferred. Note that the search cost for the leftmost node each time a transfer is made has been left out as it is negligible compared to the transfer costs.
The best and worst cases occur when there are the least and most number of transfers from FELT → CQ, respectively. Both (16) and (17) are of order O(n) since the larger the number of dequeues, the greater the number of transfers needed from FELT. Therefore, the best-and worst-case average dequeue costs are both of order O (1) .
The least number of transfers occurs when the FELT tier is balanced and the leftmost nodes contain the least number of events (noting that the minimum possible is maxSize/2, from our earlier assumption of even splitting of nodes). Furthermore, the CQ tier is set to originally contain the maximum number of events (i.e., UPPBOUND). This allows the most number of events to be dequeued from the CQ tier before needing replenishment from the FELT tier.
The most number of transfers occurs when the FELT tier is completely skewed (i.e., when each level of the tree, except the first and the last, contains only one node with the least number of events). Furthermore, the CQ tier is set up to originally contain the minimum number of events before a transfer (i.e., LOWBOUND). This would trigger a transfer straightaway.
Summary of Performance Analysis
From the analysis, we see that the FELT improves performance mainly for consecutive enqueue operations. Dequeue operations remain roughly similar in complexity. This means that when there are large sinusoidal queue size fluctuations, the performance per operation for CQ with FELT is much closer to O(1) than for the original CQ. This implies that for larger queue sizes, the performance gain is increasingly greater. These results are also verified by empirical performance results provided in section 5.2.
Comparison between FELT CQ and DLCQ
We now summarize the differences between the FELT CQ and the DLCQ:
1. DLCQ uses a secondary tier that consists of nine trees and an overflow list indexed by two arrays, of which one grows as the number of nodes increases. The FELT CQ uses only one tree, thereby lowering complexity and maintenance overheads.
2. FELT CQ employs a size-based boundary compared to DLCQ's time-based boundary. A size-based boundary limits the queue size of the primary tier strictly to a certain value, but a time-based boundary requires an estimated timestamp value to determine the proportion of events kept in the primary tier. A size-based boundary, unlike a time-based boundary, is not dependent on the priority distribution but rather is concerned with the queue size. Therefore, the FELT is more robust in the face of skew event arrivals compared to the DLCQ.
3. The boundary between the primary and secondary tier of DLCQ is based on the calendar year size. In contrast, the FELT CQ uses the timestamp of the earliest event in its secondary tier. This allows the boundary of the FELT CQ to be dependent only on the size limit, unlike the DLCQ, which has to depend on a time-based year size. Another problem with a time-based year size is that it can become outdated if the primary tier resizes after the secondary tier has been set up.
4. The conditions for the operation of the secondary tier for the FELT CQ are based on a moving history of queue sizes. However, for the DLCQ, the conditions are based on a moving history of upward and downward static resizes. The FELT CQ makes a constant effort to sample the queue size, which is more reliable compared to the DLCQ, which is only updated when there are resizes. Furthermore, the number of resizes may not give an accurate picture of the trend since it is not known when or whether the next resize event will take place.
5. DLCQ splits its nodes in the secondary tier by halving the bucket width. In contrast, FELT CQ uses the mean timestamp of the events in the node. Halving the bucket width does not consider the distribution of timestamps in the node and hence is susceptible to skew event distributions, whereas the FELT CQ takes into account the timestamp distribution by computing the mean, making the split more even. In the ideal case, the median gives the perfect split, but the median is computationally expensive. As such, the mean was selected as a good trade-off.
All of the above differences point to the DLCQ being less efficient in handling event distribution and in maintaining the secondary tier as compared to the FELT CQ.
Benchmarking and Results
The classical hold and up/down models are used to benchmark the performance of the DCQ and the SNOOPy CQ with and without the use of FELT under different priority increment distributions. The DCQ algorithm used here has been modified to correct some coding errors in the original code. The hold and up/down models, often used for benchmarking PES performance, are two extreme cases that show the performance of bounds of PES data structures [2, 8] . The hold model simulates the steady-state performance and the up/down model the transient state performance. For the hold model, the queue is built up to a certain size and held constant for a series of consecutive enqueue and dequeue operations. For each run of our experiment, the number of hold operations (an enqueue followed by a dequeue operation) done is 100 times the queue size. The large number of operations done is used to provide a long enough simulation time for a more accurate average performance 2 measure [9, 10] . Measurement for the hold model is only taken when the size is held constant. The up/down model, on the other hand, builds up the queue and then empties it completely, repeating this for a number of cycles for one simulation. The number of cycles used for each up/down experiment is 10. One run of each model is done for queue sizes varying from 3000 to 30,000 in steps of 1000. The experiment is done on an AMD Athlon 700 MHz PC with 384 MB RAM running in an MS-DOS environment.
2. Here, we take average performance to be total time to complete a run of operations divided by the number of operations performed. Operations here refer to either an enqueue or dequeue operation.
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Six priority increment distributions are used in this experiment-Rect, Triag, NegTriag, Camel(70,20), Camel(98,01), and Change(A,B,x) distributions-as were used by Oh and Ahn [3] and Rönngren, Riboe, and Ayani [7] . The Change(A,B,x) distribution interleaves two priority distributions, A and B, together by first having x priority increments from A followed by the same number from B and so on. The shapes of the priority increment distributions used are shown in Figure 14 , and they are a good mix of representations of real-life simulations [2] .
Comparison of DCQ with FELT and DLCQ
To demonstrate empirically how much better the performance of FELT is than other similar algorithms, we benchmarked DCQ with FELT against DLCQ. Figure 15 shows their comparative performances. Average access times for a pair of enqueue-dequeue operations are measured for the different queue sizes under the hold and up/down models for five different distributions. Figure 15 shows that DCQ with FELT is about equal in performance for hold situations. This is because, during hold operations, DCQ with FELT is actually operating as a DCQ with no FELT as it discontinues its secondary tier after detection of a steady state.
DCQ with FELT, however, performed better than DLCQ for up/down situations. This is especially so for the Camel distribution. The reason for this, as observed during the benchmarking, is that most of the events were kept in the upper tier for DLCQ for skewed distributions, but because of the inferior time-based algorithm, one of the trees in the FET grew to an astronomical size in trying to cope with the extreme differences in interevent arrival times. The FELT has no such problems as it uses the superior size-based algorithm.
Comparison between DCQ and SNOOPy CQ with and without FELT

Hold Model
We now demonstrate the effectiveness of FELT when employed in conjunction with the DCQ and the SNOOPy CQ (an improvement on DCQ). Figure 16 shows the comparative performances of DCQ and SNOOPy CQ with and without FELT for the hold model. Figure 16d shows the result for the Change(Camel9801(9-10),Triag(0-0.0001),2000) priority increment distribution. The Camel9801(9-10) represents the Camel(98,01) distribution in the range of 9 to 10, and the Triag(0-0.0001) distribution represents the Triag distribution in the range of 0 to 0.0001. This unstable Change distribution is frequently encountered in simulations with multimodal event distributions.
From Figure 16 , it can be seen that under the hold scenario, the DCQ/SNOOPy CQ with FELT performance is roughly similar to the DCQ/SNOOPy CQ performance. This is expected since the FELT tier is deactivated once Figure 14 . Benchmarking distributions the trend determination algorithm has detected a hold situation. Some performance differences are inevitable because prior to the FELT tier being deactivated, the DCQ/SNOOPy CQ with FELT was operating with a different set of operating parameters compared to the DCQ/SNOOPy CQ. However, the period in which FELT was still in operation would not be long, since the steadystate trend would be detected by the algorithm, and FELT would be deactivated. Figure 17 shows the comparative performances of DCQ and SNOOPy CQ with and without FELT for various distributions for the up/down model. Figure 17 shows that FELT improves performance consistently, regardless of the priority increment distribution. Also, the average access times are similar across the various distributions. The much-improved performance observed in the up/down model is attributed to the significant reduction in resizes. In fact, static resizes are only permitted when FELT is not in operation (i.e., small queue size). Theoretically, the number of resizes is capped based on UPPBOUND. The rest of the additional resizes are due to dynamic triggering, which is not as frequent and amortizable.
Up/Down Model
Another observation is that FELT tends to smooth out the erratic behavior of the DCQ. It also smooths out the step jumps observed for DCQ and SNOOPy CQ without FELT. The step increments are due to the overhead costs of resizing at powers of 2. With FELT, there is no need for resizing at these powers of 2. The only cost comes from transferring events to and from the FELT, which gives rise only to smaller steps. This gives rise to better performance, which is often two times faster with FELT for the up/down model than without FELT.
Conclusion
In discrete event simulations that are complex in nature, the PES can be very large, resulting in a future event list structure that becomes very difficult and computationally intensive to manage. The CQ structure and its variants are capable of handling reasonably large queue sizes up to 10,000. However, once the queue size exceeds 10,000, the stresses caused by size fluctuations and erratic and skewed distributions can cause the CQ to degrade in performance. This article has introduced a novel approach that limits the size of the CQ. It employs a far future event list structure, named FELT, over the CQ structure to handle far future events, thus capping the CQ size. The result is significant reduction in resizing, improved calendar optimization, and consequently greater robustness and average access time performance. FELT has been shown to surpass the performance of previously similar "lazy" algorithms, such as the DLCQ, even for priority distributions, due to its more elegant size-based algorithm. The comparison between CQs with and without FELT shows average access times often twice as fast and, in some instances, more than three times as fast. FELT improves performance more significantly for the up/down model, in which there were large size fluctuations, without exhibiting the severe step increments of the original CQs. Overall, the use of the FELT structure brings about a more consistent and enhanced performance in the CQ structure. This would, in turn, enable faster complex discrete event simulators to be built.
Appendix
In this section, we present the data structure of FELT and its basic operations: split, insert, and dequeue. 
